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Effortlessly Kirkby Design in texture 
and palette, these three collections of 
contrasting qualities, work in perfect 

harmony, offering further versatility to the 
brands extensive library of essential plains.

GOBI, SAHARA & FAZE



GOBI 
CHENILE BOUCLE WEAVE

Crafted with an eye for modernity, Gobi brings texture, usability and 
desirability together with a combination of sumptuous chenille and 
textural bouclé yarns, available in 38 colours. New for Kirkby Design, 
Gobi is our first extensive plain collection of bouclé chenille weaves. 

38 Colours  |  Suitable for upholstery and accessories



SAHARA 
PLAIN COTTON

A staple of Kirkby Design, our Sahara cotton has an exceptionally 
soft, brushed, peach-skin finish. Available in 69 new colours, the 
ever-evolving palette includes new shades of khaki, teal and ochre, 
alongside Kirkby Design classics.   

123 Colours  |  Suitable for upholstery, drapes and accessories



FAZE 
FR VELVET

A plush velvet with a dappled appearance, Faze is irresistibly soft 
to the touch and alluringly opulent with its subtle sheen. Extremely 
practical, Faze is inherently fire retardant with a stain repellent finish 
and offers an alternative to a viscose velvet that will not pressure 
mark making this the ultimate go-to velvet.

42 Colours  |  Suitable for upholstery, drapes and accessories
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ABOUT KIRKBY DESIGN

Led by Brand Director, Jordan Mould, influential 
British interiors brand, Kirkby Design, has a 
contemporary and sometimes playful approach 
to innovative design and colour. Creating 
distinctive textiles from its in-house studio in 
London, Kirkby Design has also pioneered unique 
collaborations including the successful Underground 
collection with Transport for London and with 
the iconic fashion brand, Eley Kishimoto.

Kirkby Design is part of The Romo Group, a family 
run business in its fifth generation. The range is 
available worldwide through an extensive network 
of selected interior designers and retail outlets.

Please contact us for price information, samples and 
images, we are also happy to arrange interviews and 
offer expert commentary from our designers

kirkbydesign @KirkbyDesign Kirkby Design@KirkbyDesign


